
ROOM  
Meeting Booth



Making meetings 
more meaningful.
The Meeting Room fosters a more connected 
experience that inspires a better way to work, 
together. Thoughtfully designed to create 
more meaningful one-on-ones and small team 
collaborative work, without the hassle of 
traditional construction. 

From sustainable soundproof walls to the 
added option of a built-in monitor and 
180-degree camera for video-conferencing, 
the Meeting Room is the missing link to a 
more productive work environment. 



ROOM  
Meeting Booth

ROOM Meeting Pod - White - Closed booth with whiteboard

ROOM Meeting Pod - Black - Open booth with monitor

ROOM Meeting Pod interior with monitor and camera

FEATURES

The Room Meeting Booth creates a space for group 
meetings, virtual meetings and collaborative work.

Dimensions                                                                               

Overall: 2300W x 1200D x 2340H 

Interior: 2150W x 1050D x 2220H

Options 
White: White Door and Frame, Light Gray Interior, 
White Exterior 
Black: Black Door and Frame, Dark Gray Interior, 
Black Exterior 
Light Gray Sofas for both White and Black option

Capacity 
4 People

Standard version 
Whiteboard

Pro version 
Monitor + Camera Frame 
 
The Jabra PanaCast 180-degree camera shows 
everyone in the room, not just the person in front of 
the screen, for seamless collaboration.

Booking System Compatible  
Seamlessly integrate any booking system to view 
and manage meeting room usage. 

Available in Closed Booth: Personal office solution 
with a desk and chair, dividing the front with a 
larger door to one side and a larger single window. 
Or, in Open Booth: For the less private meetings the 
Meeting Booth as an open booth without the front 
glass and door. 

Accessories 
Built-in Desk 
Overhead spotlight 
User Control Panel for lighting presets (relaxation, 
presentation or meeting) 
Occupancy sensor 
Built-in power box 
2 seater sofa 
Accessories rail for hooks and shelves 
Skylight panels.

Ventilation 
Discreet airflow inlet constantly pulls in fresh air in 
4x Ultra-quiet ceiling fans push warm air out

Motion sensor activates light and fans for energy 
efficiency

Adjustable leveling glide feet

2 year warranty
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Standard features

1
 Spotlights

Overhead spotlights help your brightest 
ideas come to light. 

2
 Ambient Lighting

Built-in lighting creates the perfect 
atmosphere for focus, collaboration, and 
more. 

3
 User Control Panel

Control panel features lighting presets 
for relaxation, presentation, or meeting. 

4
 Two Seater Sofa

A set of two benches provide comfortable 
seating for everyone.

5
 Power Box

Built-in power box holds cables in place 
and ensures your devices stay charged. 

6
 Sensor

Occupancy sensor helps you stay energy 
efficient all day long. 

7
 Ventilation

Silent fans in the roof and air inlets 
behind the sofas keep the air inside fresh 
at all times. 

8
 Desk

A workstation large enough to fit four 
laptops means plenty of room to be 
creative. 

9
 Whiteboard

A fully equipped whiteboard moves over 
the rail for easy access. 

10
 Accessories Rail

Custom rail makes room for accessories 
like hooks and shelves, for a clutter-free 
work session. 

11
 Skylights

More natural light means more room to 
free your mind and think big. 

12
 Central Roof Panel

An electrified wooden panel houses the 
fans and lighting. 
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 Spotlights

Overhead spotlights help your brightest 
ideas come to light. 

2
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more. 

3
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8
 Desk

A workstation large enough to fit four 
laptops means plenty of room to be 
creative. 

9
 Monitor + Camera Frame

Wooden frame houses built-in monitor 
and camera for seamless video 
conferencing. 

10
 Accessories Rail

Custom rail makes room for accessories 
like hooks and shelves, for a clutter-free 
work session. 

11
 Skylights

More natural light means more room to 
free your mind and think big. 

12
 Central Roof Panel

An electrified wooden panel houses the 
fans and lighting. 
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Pro features



Flexible 
Adaptive design makes the booth easy 
to assemble and move around.

Soundproof
Engineered by leading acoustic experts 
so private conversations stay private.



Sustainable 
Soundproofing made from recycled 
plastic bottles keeps the environment  
in good shape.

Ventilated 
Discreet fans and ventilation system keep you 
cool even when conversations get heated.
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